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The LHCb turbo stream

Abstract

The LHCb experiment will record an unprecedented dataset of beauty and charm hadron
decays during Run II of the LHC, set to take place between 2015 and 2018. A key computing
challenge is to store and process this data, which limits the maximum output rate of the
LHCb trigger. So far, LHCb has written out a few kHz of events containing the full raw
sub-detector data, which are passed through a full offline event reconstruction before being
considered for physics analysis. Charm physics in particular is limited by trigger output rate
constraints. A new streaming strategy includes the possibility to perform the physics analysis
with candidates reconstructed in the trigger, thus bypassing the offline reconstruction. In the
“turbo stream” the trigger will write out a compact summary of “physics” objects containing
all information necessary for analyses, and this will allow an increased output rate and thus
higher average efficiencies and smaller selection biases. This idea will be commissioned and
developed during 2015 with a selection of physics analyses. It is anticipated that the turbo
stream will be adopted by an increasing number of analyses during the remainder of LHC
Run-II (2015-2018) and ultimately in Run-III (starting in 2020) with the upgraded LHCb
detector.
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Data Preservation at the Fermilab Tevatron

Abstract
The Fermilab Tevatron collider’s data-taking run ended in September 2011, yielding a dataset
with rich scientific potential. The CDF and D0 experiments each have nearly 9 PB of collider
and simulated data stored on tape. A large computing infrastructure consisting of tape
storage, disk cache, and distributed grid computing for physics analysis with the Tevatron
data is present at Fermilab.
The Fermilab Run II data preservation project intends to keep this analysis capability
sustained through the year 2020 or beyond. To achieve this, we are implementing a
system that utilizes virtualization, automated validation, and migration to new standards in
both software and data storage technology as well as leveraging resources available from
currently-running experiments at Fermilab. These efforts will provide useful lessons in
ensuring long-term data access for numerous experiments throughout high-energy physics,
and provide a roadmap for high-quality scientific output for years to come. We will present
the status, benefits, and challenges of data preservation efforts within the CDF and D0
collaborations at Fermilab.
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A Case Study in Preserving a CMS Application with
Parrot

Abstract
The reproducibility of scientific results increasingly depends upon the preservation of com-
putational artifacts. Although preserving a computation to be used later sounds trivial, it is
surprisingly difficult due to the complexity of existing software and systems. Implicit depen-
dencies, networked resources, and shifting compatibility all conspire to break applications
that appear to work well. Tools are needed which can automatically identify both local and
remote dependencies, so that they can be captured and preserved.
To investigate these issues, we present a case study of preserving a CMS application using
Parrot. We analyze the application and attempt several methods at extracting its dependen-
cies for the purposes of preservation. We demonstrate a fine-grained dependency management
toolkit which can observe both the local filesystem and remote network dependencies, using
the system call tracing capabilities of Parrot. We observe that even a simple application
depends upon 22,068 files and directories totalling 21 GB of data and software drawn from 8
different sources including cvmfs, hdfs, afs, git, http, cvs, PanFS and local root filesystem.
Once the dependencies are observed, a portable execution package can be generated. This
package is not tied to any particular technology and can be re-run using Parrot, Docker,
a chroot Jail, or as a virtual machine image, depending on the technology available at
the execution site. We will report on the performance and completeness of re-execution
using both public and private clouds and offer some guidance for future work in application
preservation.
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Experiences and challenges running CERN’s
high-capacity tape archive

Abstract

CERN’s tape-based archive system has collected over 70 Petabytes of data during the
first run of the LHC. The Long Shutdown is being used for migrating the complete 100
Petabytes data archive to higher-density tape media. During LHC Run 2, the archive will
have to cope with yearly growth rates of up to 40-50 Petabytes. In this contribution, we will
describe the scalable architecture for coping with the storage and long-term archival of such
massive data amounts, as well as the procedures and tools developed for the proactive and
efficient operation of the tape infrastructure. This will include also the features developed
for automated problem detection, identification and notification. We will also review the
challenges resulting and mechanisms devised for measuring and enhancing availability and
reliability, as well as ensuring the long-term integrity and bit-level preservation of the complete
data repository. Finally, we will present an outlook in terms of the future performance and
capacity requirements growth and how they match the expected tape technology evolution.
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Big Data Analytics as a Service Infrastructure:
Challenges, Desired Properties and Solutions

Abstract

CERN’s accelerator complex is an extreme data generator, every second an important amount
of comprehensively heterogeneous data coming from control equipment and monitoring
agents is persisted and needs to be analysed. Over the decades, CERN’s researching and
engineering teams have applied different approaches, techniques and technologies. This
situation has minimized the necessary collaboration and more relevantly the cross data
analytics over different domains. These two factors are essential to unlock hidden insights
and correlations between the underlying processes, which enable better and more efficient
daily-based accelerators operations and more informed decisions. The proposed Big Data
Analytics as a Service Infrastructure aims to: (1) Integrate the existing developments. (2)
Centralize and standardize the complex data analytics needs for the wide CERN research
and engineering community. (3) Deliver real time and batch data analytics capabilities and
(4) provide transparent access and extraction-transformation-load, ETL, mechanisms to
the different and critical-mission existing data repositories. This paper reflects the desired
properties resulting from the analysis on CERN’s data analytics requirements; the main
challenges: technological, collaborative and educational; and finally potential solutions and
lessons learned.
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Data Science for Improving CERN’s Accelerator
Complex Control Systems

Abstract

Data science is about unlocking valuable insights and obtaining deep knowledge out of
the data. Its application enables more efficient daily-based operations and more intelligent
decision-making processes. CERN has been very successful on developing custom data-
driven control and monitoring systems. Several millions of control devices: sensors, front-end
equipment, etc., make up these critical-mission services and have lead to a significant
investment in terms of data persistency. Exploiting CERN’s historical investment on data
and evolve the controls and monitoring infrastructures to intelligent, predictive and proactive
control and monitoring systems has become an essential task to overcome some the most
important challenges to be faced in the coming years. CERN’s Engineering, Beams and
Information Technology departments have documented this fact. This paper describes
how applied data science: classification, clustering, time series forecasting and information
discovery techniques, allows us to improve the efficiency of CERN’s control and monitoring
systems by performing efficient and intelligent predictive maintenance on control equipment,
detecting potential anomalies and spotting hidden root causes. Future developments and
applications are also discussed.
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Architectures and methodologies for future
deployment of multi-site Zettabyte-Exascale data

handling platforms

Abstract

Several scientific fields, including Astrophysics, Astroparticle Physics, Cosmology, Nuclear
and Particle Physics, and Research with Photons, are estimating that by the 2020 decade they
will require data handling systems with data volumes approaching the Zettabyte distributed
amongst as many as 1018 individually addressable data objects (Zettabyte-Exascale systems).
It may be convenient or necessary to deploy such systems using multiple physical sites.
This paper describes the findings of a working group composed of experts from several
large European scientific data centres on architectures and methodologies that should be
studied by building proof-of-concept systems, in order to prepare the way for building
reliable and economic Zettabyte-Exascale systems. Key ideas emerging from the study are:
the introduction of a global Storage Virtualization Layer which is logically separated from
the individual storage sites; the need for maximal simplification and automation in the
deployment of the physical sites; the need to present the user with an integrated view of
their custom metadata and technical metadata (such as the last time an object was accessed,
etc.); the need to apply modern efficient techniques to handle the large metadata volumes
(e.g. Petabytes) that will be involved; and the challenges generated by the very large rate of
technical metadata updates. It also addresses the challenges associated with the need to
preserve scientific data for many decades. The paper is presented in the spirit of sharing the
findings with both the user communities and data centre experts, in order to receive feedback
and generate interest in starting prototyping work on the Zettabyte-Exascale challenges.
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NoSQL technologies for the CMS Conditions
Database

Abstract
With the restart of the LHC in 2015, the growth of the CMS Conditions dataset will continue,
therefore the need of consistent and highly available access to the Conditions makes a great
cause to revisit different aspects of the current data storage solutions.
We present a study of alternative data storage backends for the Conditions Databases, by
evaluating some of the most popular NoSQL databases to support a key-value representation
of the CMS Conditions. An important detail about the Conditions that the payloads are
stored as BLOBs, and they can reach sizes that may require special treatment (splitting)
in these NoSQL databases. As big binary objects may be a bottleneck in several database
systems, and also to give an accurate baseline, a testing framework extension was implemented
to measure the characteristics of the handling of arbitrary binary data in these databases.
Based on the evaluation, prototypes of a document store, using a column-oriented and plain
key-value store, are deployed. An adaption layer to access the backends in the CMS Offline
software was developed to provide transparent support for these NoSQL databases in the
CMS context. Additional data modelling approaches and considerations in the software
layer, deployment and automatization of the databases are also covered in the research. In
this paper we present the results of the evaluation as well as a performance comparison of
the prototypes studied.
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Open access to high-level data and analysis tools in
the CMS experiment at the LHC

Abstract

The CMS experiment, in recognition of its commitment to data preservation and open access
as well as to education and outreach, has made its first public release of high-level data: up
to half of the proton-proton collision data at 7 TeV from 2010 in CMS Analysis Object Data
format. CMS has prepared, in collaboration with CERN and the other LHC experiments,
an open data web portal based on Invenio. The portal provides access to CMS public data
as well as to analysis tools and documentation for the public. The tools include an event
display and histogram application that run in the browser. In addition a virtual machine is
available which contains a CMS software environment along with XRootD access to the data.
Within the virtual machine the public can analyse CMS data; example code is provided. We
describe the accompanying tools and documentation and discuss the first experience of data
use.
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Multimedia Content in the CERN Document Server

Abstract
The talk will focus on the recent developments done by the Multimedia team of the Digital
Library Services to better acquire grand-public content captured at CERN and disseminate
it to the general public.
In collaboration with the CERN communication unit and the Photo & Video Labs, the
team has built new facilities to transfer, disseminate and archive multimedia content on the
CERN Document Server Invenio-based platform. These original user-oriented features will
be introduced for both the owners of multimedia material and the people willing to search
for content.
Explanations on how new technologies have been used behind the scene will follow, together
with the details on how these developments have been carried out within the Invenio Open
Source Digital Library community. The evolution of the front-end into a modern multimedia
service will be explained as well as some on-going research work on automated face & object
recognition, with direct image tagging functionalities. The re-architecture of the back engine
to address the long-term preservation needs and the advantages of a new rich paradigm
supporting images embedded into albums will be described.
Finally, it will be shown the impressive peaks of use observed during major events and the
recent increase in the needs for new collections. The example of the acquisition of 130’000
CERN diapos from the years 1960th and 1970th will give to all attendees the opportunity
to discover not only the technical aspects of the process but also an overview of this unique
content.
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Data Preservation in ATLAS

Abstract

Complementary to parallel open access and analysis preservation initiatives, ATLAS is
taking steps to ensure that the data taken by the experiment during run-1 remain accessible
and available for future analysis by the collaboration. An evaluation of what is required
to achieve this is underway, examining the ATLAS data production chain to establish the
effort required and potential problems. Several alternatives are explored, but the favoured
solution is to bring the run 1 data and software in line with the equivalent to that which
will be used for run 2. This will result in a coherent ATLAS dataset for the data already
taken and that to come in the future.
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Analysis Preservation in ATLAS

Abstract

Long before data taking ATLAS established a policy that all analyses need to be preserved.
In the initial data-taking period, this has been achieved by various tools and techniques.
ATLAS is now reviewing the analysis preservation with the aim to bring coherence and
robustness to the process and with a clearer view of the level of reproducibility that is
reasonably achievable. The secondary aim is to reduce the load on the analysts. Once
complete, this will serve for our internal preservation needs but also provide a basis for any
subsequent sharing of analysis results with external parties.
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The ATLAS Higgs Machine Learning Challenge

Abstract
High Energy Physics has been using Machine Learning techniques (commonly known as
Multivariate Analysis) since the 1990s with Artificial Neural Net and more recently with
Boosted Decision Trees, Random Forest etc. Meanwhile, Machine Learning has become a
full blown field of computer science. With the emergence of Big Data, data scientists are
developing new Machine Learning algorithms to extract meaning from large heterogeneous
data.
HEP has exciting and difficult problems like the extraction of the Higgs boson signal, and at
the same time data scientists have advanced algorithms: the goal of the HiggsML project
was to bring the two together by a “challenge”: participants from all over the world and
any scientific background could compete online to obtain the best Higgs to tau tau signal
significance on a set of ATLAS fully simulated Monte Carlo signal and background.
Instead of HEP physicists browsing through machine learning papers and trying to infer
which new algorithms might be useful for HEP, then coding and tuning them, the challenge
has brought realistic HEP data to the data scientists on the Kaggle platform, which is
well known in the Machine Learning community. The challenge has been organized by the
ATLAS collaboration associated to data scientists, in partnership with the Paris Saclay
Center for Data Science, CERN and Google. The challenge ran from May to September
2014, drawing considerable attention. 1785 teams participated, making it the most popular
challenge ever on the Kaggle platform. New Machine Learning techniques have been used
by the participants with significantly better results than usual HEP tools. This presentation
has two parts: the first one describes how a HEP problem was simplified (not too much!)
and wrapped up into an online challenge, the second what was learned from the challenge,
in terms of new Machine Learning algorithms and techniques which could have an impact
on future HEP analysis.
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The importance of having an appropriate relational
data segmentation in ATLAS

Abstract

In this paper we describe specific technical solutions put in place in various database
applications of the ATLAS experiment at LHC where we make use of several partitioning
techniques available in Oracle 11g. With the broadly used range partitioning and its option
of automatic interval partitioning we add our own logic in PLSQL procedures and scheduler
jobs to sustain data sliding windows in order to enforce various data retention policies. We
also make use of the new Oracle 11g reference partitioning in the Nightly Build System to
achieve uniform data segmentation. However the most challenging issue was to segment
the data of the new ATLAS Distributed Data Management system (Rucio), which resulted
in tens of thousands list type partitions and sub-partitions. Partition and sub-partition
management, index strategy, statistics gathering and queries execution plan stability are
important factors when choosing an appropriate physical model for the application data
management. The so-far accumulated knowledge and analysis on the new Oracle 12c version
features that could be beneficial will be shared with the audience.
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Containerizing Software and Execution Platforms for
Data Preservation and Analysis Reproducibility in

ATLAS

Abstract

Preserving the ability to describe and read data, and to ensure scientific reproducibility over
very long time scales are of obvious great importance. A number of different approaches
are being pursued by high energy physics experiments to preserve usability of data over the
long term, covering the full stratum of layers that comprise scientific computation: processor
architectures, physical device hardware, Linux OS and kernel, system-host “add-on” libraries,
the experiment’s software releases, external scientific libraries, network accessible databases,
end-user software and custom tools, as well as the high capacity production systems required
to reprocess the data at scale. At one end of the spectrum there are continuous validations
and on-going software development to achieve active backwards compatibility; requiring
raw data from the experiment in prior years be readable and reconstructable by all future
software releases is one example of this approach and is the baseline in ATLAS. At the other
end, there is the idea of preserving not only the data but also a full virtual machine image of
the execution environment used by the processing and analysis software as it existed at the
time of publication, as well as associated databases and other dependencies. Clearly there
are virtues and costs associated with each approach, and identifying the optimal “point of
preservation” will differ by collaboration policies and priorities, software setup and resources
available. In the DASPOS project (Data and Software Preservation for Open Science) we
are exploring the role that tools which capture complex software dependencies and which
can virtualize the essential function of a worker node environment can play in sustaining
long term data usability. Specifically in the context of the ATLAS processing and analysis
environment, we investigate how software dependency gathering and environment provenance
tracking using tools, such as the Parrot Virtual File System and the Provenance-to-Use
(PTU) toolsets, can be used with user space isolation tools offered by Linux containers,
namely cgroups and namespaces, and popular ease-of-use frameworks for containers such
as Docker, to create self-contained, lightweight and portable software images. Such images
could be re-instantiated by future container execution services and tracked longitudinally
by an early exception detection framework (discovering for example, initially unrecognized
dependencies in the environment, sensitivities to kernel changes on new container hosting
platforms, etc.) potentially offering a cost-effective and manageable approach to data and
software preservation, analysis reproducibility and sustained usability.
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Data preservation for the HERA Experiments @
DESY using dCache technology

Abstract

We report on the status of the data preservation project at DESY for the HERA experiments
and present the latest design of the storage which is a central element for bit-preservation.
The HEP experiments based at the HERA acceleerator at DESY collected large and unique
datasets during the period 1992 to 2007. In addition, corresponding Monte Carlo simulation
datasets were produced, which are significantly larger by volume and still being added to as
the final analyses are completed. As part of the ongoing DPHEP data preservation efforts
at DESY, these data sets must be transferred into storage systems that guarantee a reliable
long term access. At the same time, given that the experiments are still active, easy access
to the data must be guaranteed for the coming years. The long term storage system is
two-fold: an archive part where the data exists on two tape copies and an online part where
the full dataset can be kept available and allows easy access to all HERA data. The archive
and online parts are physically separate. The demanding aspect of this data is not only the
size of about 1PB but also the large number (about 4 million) of files and the broad range
of file sizes from a few KB to a few hundred of GB. To achieve a high level of reliability, we
use the dCache distributed storage solution and make use of its replication capabilities and
tape interfaces. We describe the dCache installation with tape backend that is used as mass
storage together with an newly introduced small files service that allows for the automatic
creation of tape friendly container files, containing many single (small) files. From the user’s
point of view, this is done in a fully transparent way in terms of creation and access to the
data.
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The evolution of CERN EDMS

Abstract
Large-scale long-term projects such as the LHC require the ability to store, manage, organize
and distribute large amounts of engineering information, covering a wide spectrum of fields.
This information is a living material, evolving in time, following various lifecycles. It has to
reach the next generations of engineers so they understand how their predecessors designed,
crafted, operated and maintained the most complex machines ever built.
This is the role of CERN EDMS. The Engineering and Equipment Data Management
Service has served the High Energy Physics Community for over 15 years. It is the CERN’s
official PLM (Product Lifecycle Management), supporting engineering communities in
their collaborations inside and outside the laboratory. EDMS is integrated with the CAD
(Computer-aided Design) and CMMS (Computerized Maintenance Management) systems
used at CERN providing tools for engineers who work in different domains and who are not
PLM specialists.
Over the years, human collaborations and machines grew in size and complexity. So did
the EDMS: it is currently home to more than 2 million files and documents, and has over 6
thousand active users. In April 2014 we released a new major version of EDMS, featuring a
complete makeover of the web interface, improved responsiveness and enhanced functionality.
Following the results of user surveys and building upon feedback received from key users
group, we brought what we think is a system that is more attractive and makes it easy to
perform complex tasks.
In this paper we will describe the main functions and the architecture of EDMS. We will
discuss the available integration options, which enable further evolution and automation of
engineering data management. We will also present our plans for the future development of
EDMS.
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Abstract ID : 248

Open access for ALICE analysis based on
virtualisation technology

Abstract

Open access is one of the prerequisites for long term data preservation for a HEP experiment.
To guarantee the usability of data analysis tools over long periods of time it is crucial that
third party users from the scientific community have access to the data and associated
software. The ALICE Collaboration has developed a layer of lightweight components built
on top of virtualisation technology to hide the complexity and details of the experiment-
specific software. Users can perform basic analysis tasks within CernVM, a lightweight
generic virtual machine, paired with an ALICE specific contextualisation. Once the virtual
machine is launched, a graphics user interface is automatically started without any additional
configuration. This interface allows to download the base ALICE analysis software and run
a set of ALICE analysis modules. Currently the available tools include fully documented
tutorials for ALICE analysis, such as the measurement of strange particle production or
the nuclear modification factor in Pb-Pb collisions. The interface can be easily extended to
include an arbitrary number of additional analysis modules. We will present the current
status of the tools used by ALICE through the CERN open access portal, our first user
experience and the plans for future extensions of this system.
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Abstract ID : 284

dCache, enabling tape systems to handle small files
efficiently.

Abstract
Increasingly, sites are using dCache to support communities that have different requirements
from WLCG; as an example, DESY facilities and services now support photon sciences and
biology groups. This presents new use-cases for dCache. Of particular interest is the chaotic
file size distribution with a peak towards small files. This is problematic because tertiary
storage systems, and tape in particular, are optimized for storing large files. Direct storing
of the users files results in unacceptably poor performance.
As dCache bridges the filesystem view with the underlying storage and manages transitions
between media, it is the natural place to solve the poor performance from storing small files
on tape. We achieved this by introducing a new service that reconciles user demand against
tape behavior.
The service is transparent to the users and packs files into containers (currently zip files)
based on configurable policies. These containers are written directly into the same dCache,
which then stores them on tape. Both the small files and the containers file then benefit
from dCache features, such as caching and load-balancing. No additional storage is necessary
and the service itself scales by running multiple instances within the same dCache, sharing
the load.
We describe the design, report on DESY’s experience of running the service over the past
six months, and detail the future plans for making it generally available.
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Archiving tools for EOS

Abstract
Archiving data to tape is a critical operation for any storage system, especially for the
EOS system at CERN which holds production data from all major LHC experiments. Each
collaboration has an allocated quota it can use at any given time therefore, a mechanism
for archiving “stale” data is needed so that storage space is reclaimed for online analysis
operations.
The archiving tool that we propose for EOS aims to provide a robust interface for moving
data between EOS and the tape storage system while enforcing data integrity and verification.
The archiving infrastructure is written in Python and is fully based on the XRootD framework.
All data transfers are done using the third-party copy mechanism which ensures point-to-
point communication between the source and destination, thus providing maximum aggregate
throughput. Using ZMQ message-passing paradigm and a process-based approach enabled
us to archive optimal utilisation of the resources and a stateless architecture which can easily
be tuned during operation.
In conclusion, we make a comparative analysis between archiving a data set in a “managed”
way using the archiving tool and the old plain copy method, highlighting the speed-up gain,
the data integrity checks performed and the behaviour of the system in different failure
scenarios. We expect this tool to considerably improve the data movement work-flow at
CERN in both directions between disk and tape.
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LHCb EventIndex

Abstract
The LHCb experiment routinely generates up to 10ˆ10 events per year. Organizing such an
amount of data in a convenient manner for interactive analysis is non-trivial. It becomes even
more complicated as every event undergoes several versions of reconstructions, and users
have to be able to navigate through many different versions of the same event. This paper
presents the LHCb EventIndex: an event search system designed for organizing LHCb events.
Its primary goal is to allow a fast selection of subsets of events fulfilling a combination of
high-level conditions, such as which trigger has fired, or how many muons were found in the
event.
The system is designed with scalability and extensibility in mind. We describe the part
of the system that deals with Grid scanning, event storage and user interface. Events are
stored by modern open-source NoSQL solutions, with row keys being organized so that
certain searches can be run with only a partial table scan. Such embarrassingly parallel
organization makes search time upper bound equal to a full scan of a regional server, a
constant independent of the total amount of data stored. User interaction is handled by a
master-slave python middleware.
We demonstrate the scalability of the system by performance evaluation on the real LHCb
datasets. This system is also being evaluated by the LHC ATLAS experiment.
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Abstract ID : 303

Disk storage management for LHCb based on Data
Popularity estimator

Abstract
The amount of data produced by the LHCb experiment every year consists of several
petabytes. This data is kept on disk and tape storage systems. Disks are much faster than
tapes, but are way more expensive and hence disk space is limited. It is impossible to fit
the whole data taken during the experiment’s lifetime on disk, but fortunately fast access
to datasets are no longer needed after the analysis requiring them are over. So it is highly
important to identify which datasets should be kept on disk and which ones should be kept
as archives on tape. The metrics to be used for deprecating datasets’ caching is based on
the “popularity” of this dataset, i.e. whether it is likely to be used in the future or not. We
discuss here the approach and the studies carried out for optimizing such a Data Popularity
estimator.
Input information to the estimator are the dataset usage history and metadata (size, type,
configuration etc). The system is designed to select the datasets which may be used in the
future and thus should remain on disk. Studies have therefore been performed on how to
optimize the usage of dataset information from the past for predicting its future popularity.
In particular, we have carried out a detailed comparison of various time series analysis,
machine learning classifier, clustering and regression algorithms. We demonstrate that our
approach is capable of improving significantly the disk usage efficiency.
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Abstract ID : 364

Analysis Traceability and Provenance for HEP

Abstract
In complex data analyses it is increasingly important to capture information about the usage
of data sets in addition to their preservation over time in order to ensure reproducibility
of results, to verify the work of others and to ensure appropriate conditions data have
been used for specific analyses. This so-called provenance data in the computer science
world is defined as the history or derivation of a data (or process) artifact. Many scientific
workflow based studies are beginning to realise the benefit of capturing the provenance
of their data and the activities used to process, transform and carry out studies on that
data. This is especially true in scientific disciplines where the collection of data through
experiment is costly and/or difficult to reproduce and where that data needs to be preserved
over time. With the increase in importance of provenance data many different models have
emerged to capture provenance such as PROV or the OPM models. However, these are
more for interoperability of provenance information and do not focus on the capture of
provenance related data. There is a clear and emerging requirement for systems to handle
the provenance of data over extended timescales with a emphasis on preserving the analysis
procedures themselves and the environment in which the analyses were conducted alongside
the processed data sets.
A provenance data system that has been built in house at CERN since early 2000 is called
CRISTAL. CRISTAL was used to capture the provenance resulting from the design and
construction of the CMS ECAL detector over the period 2002-2010. The CRISTAL Kernel
(V3.0) has now been launched as open source under the LGPL (V3) licencing scheme and it
is available for use by the wider communities including teams involved in the offline analysis
of physics data, whether at CMS or other experiments. In addition, in the EC funded
neuGRID and N4U projects the original developers have been using CRISTAL to capture
the provenance of analyses for neuroscientists running complex pipelines of algorithms in
the study of biomarkers for the onset of Alzheimer’s disease. In this paper this application
is presented with a focus on how its approach can be customised for use in the high energy
physics data analysis community at large. The main focus of this is a set of analysis tools
(persistency, browsing/querying, visualising and analysis tracking services) which together
with a generic analysis model backend can be used to capture the information required to
support complex analyses. The Analysis Tools comprise the following interfaces :

• The Analysis Web Serivce – Which is for advanced users, these users are able to
programmatically create analyses on the fly.

• The Analysis Command-line Interface – This is for users that are intermedi-
ate/advanced. It allows users to create analysis using a shell like interface.

• The Analysis Web Portlet Interface – This is for novice users, it is a visual
interface which is portlet based and allows users to browse datasets and pipelines. It
also allows users to create and deploy their analyses in a visual manner.

• The Analysis Core – These are a core set of objects used by the above interfaces.
These objects connect directly to a customised analysis aware CRISTAL instance
which is provenance aware.

During the provenance capture phase the Analysis tools are able to capture :

• who ran an analysis, this is a user name,

• for what purpose, what their analysis is supposed to achieve,
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• when they ran it this is a timestamp which denotes when it started and when it
finished,

• where it was run this is GRID and Cloud related information,

• which datasets and algorithms were used to create and run their analyses,

• how it was executed, this more detailed infrastructure information

• and lastly why the analysis was run, this is a justification from the user.

Also in this paper, we present the case for using the Analysis Services developed using
CRISTAL as an avenue for long timescale data preservation. The tools are able to store
the provenance metadata surrounding the analyses in a human readable form (XML). This
is a light-weight and queryable manner of storing provenance as well as analysis results.
In CRISTAL everything is recorded and nothing is thrown away. So another user would
be able to replicate the experiment at a later date and time. Besides reproducibility of
experiments, users can also share their experiments with other users using the provenance
related information.
The analysis tools run currently in a GRID and a Cloud infrastructure. As well as collecting
analysis provenance information, they are able to provenance of the infrastructure. There is
strong novelty in this work which facilitates allows more precise reproducibility of experiments.
This information is known as infrastructure provenance. It is currently being collected in
the course of the N4U project. This infrastructure provenance can also be applied to HEP
to aid in the reproducibility of results. For example, if performance is a factor it can be sent
to the same compute node.
Concerning the future of the analysis tools there is currently an emerging standard known
as PROV which is used for provenance interoperability. In the near future, the analysis
provenance information that we have collected with be exported to PROV. This work has
already begun, we are looking for mapping patterns to aid in our cause. The reasoning for
this is so that people can study and use provenance information in a standard and commonly
understood format. This will also allow users to publish the provenance generated from
their analyses onto the ever growing linked data cloud as well.
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Open Data and Data Analysis Preservation Services
for LHC Experiments

Abstract
In this paper we present newly launched services for open data and for long-term preservation
and reuse of high-energy-physics data analyses. We follow the “data continuum” practices
through several progressive data analysis phases up to the final publication. The aim is to
capture all digital assets and associated knowledge inherent in the data analysis process for
subsequent generations, and to make a subset available rapidly to the public.
A data analysis preservation pilot study was launched in order to assess the usual workflow
practices in LHC collaborations. Leveraging on synergies between ALICE, ATLAS, CMS and
LHCb experiments, the analysed data was followed through various “analysis train” steps,
from the initial capture and pre-selection of primary data, through several intermediate
selection steps yielding more greatly reduced datasets, up to the final selection of N-tuples
used for producing high-level plots appearing in scientific journal publications. Most of the
analysis chain is kept strictly restricted within a given collaboration; only the final plots,
presentations and papers are usually made public. It is therefore essential to handle access
rights and embargo periods as part of the data life cycle.
The study revealed many similarities between collaborations, even though the variety of
different practices existing in different groups within the collaborations make it hard to
reproduce an analysis at a later time in a uniform way. One recurring problem underlined
by the study was to ensure an efficient “knowledge capture” related to user code when the
principal author of an analysis (e.g. a PhD student) leaves the collaboration later.
The pilot solution has been prototyped using the Invenio digital library platform which
was extended with several data-handling capabilities. The aim was to preserve information
about datasets, the underlying OS platform and the user software used to study it. The
configuration parameters, the high-level physics information such as physics object selection,
and any necessary documentation and discussions are optionally being recorded alongside the
process as well. The metadata representation of captured assets uses the MARC bibliographic
standard which had to be customised and extended in relation to specific analysis-related
fields. The captured digital assets are being minted with Digital Object Identifiers, ensuring
later referencability and citability of preserved data and software. Connectors were built in
the platform to large-scale data storage systems (CASTOR, EOS, Ceph). In addition, to
facilitate information exchange among concerned services, further connectors were built to
the internal information management systems of LHC experiments (e.g. CMS CADI), to
the discussion platforms (e.g. TWiki, SharePoint), and to the final publication servers (e.g.
CDS, INSPIRE) used in the process. Finally, the platform draws inspiration from the Open
Archival Information System (OAIS) recommended practices in order to ensure long-term
preservation of captured assets.
The ultimate goal of the analysis preservation platform is to capture enough information
about the process in order to facilitate reproduction of an analysis even many years after its
initial publication, permitting to extend the impact of preserved analyses through future
revalidation and recasting services.
A related “open data” service was launched for the benefit of the general public. The LHC
experimental collaborations are committed to make their data open after a certain embargo
period. Moreover, the collaborations also release simplified datasets for the general public
within the framework of the international particle physics masterclass program. The primary
and reduced datasets that the collaborations release for public use are being collected within
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the CERN Open Data portal service, allowing any physicist or general data scientist to
access, explore, and further study the data on their own.
The CERN Open Data portal offers several high-level tools which help to visualise and work
with the data, such as an interactive event display permitting to visualise CMS detector
events on portal web pages, or a basic histogram plotting interface permitting to create live
plots out of CMS reduced datasets. The platform guides high-school teachers and students
to online masterclasses to further explore the data and improve their knowledge of particle
physics. A considerable part of the CERN Open Data portal was therefore devoted to
attractive presentation and ease-of-use of captured data and associated information.
The CERN Open Data platform not only offers datasets and live tools to explore them, but
it also preserves the software tools used to analyse the data. It notably offers the download
of Virtual Machine images permitting users to start their own working environment in order
to further explore the data; for this the platform uses CernVM based images prepared by
the collaborations. Moreover, the CERN Open Data platform preserves examples of user
analysis code, illustrating how the general public could write their own code to perform
further analyses.
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Abstract ID : 460

A virtual validation cluster for ALICE software
releases based on CernVM

Abstract

One of the most important steps of software lifecycle is Quality Assurance: this process
comprehends both automatic tests and manual reviews, and all of them must pass successfully
before the software is approved for production. Some tests, such as source code static analysis,
are executed on a single dedicated service: in High Energy Physics, a full simulation and
reconstruction chain on a distributed computing environment, backed with a sample “golden”
dataset, is also necessary for the quality sign-off. The ALICE experiment uses dedicated
and virtualized computing infrastructures for the Release Validation in order not to taint
the production environment (i.e. CVMFS and the Grid) with non-validated software and
validation jobs: the ALICE Release Validation cluster is a disposable virtual cluster appliance
based on CernVM and the Virtual Analysis Facility, capable of deploying on-demand, and
with a single command, a dedicated virtual HTCondor cluster with an automatically scalable
number of virtual workers on any cloud supporting the standard EC2 interface. Input
and output data are externally stored on EOS, and a dedicated CVMFS service is used
to provide the software to be validated. We will show how the Release Validation Cluster
deployment and disposal are completely transparent for the Release Manager, who simply
triggers the validation from the ALICE build system’s web interface. CernVM 3, based
entirely on CVMFS, permits to boot any snapshot of the operating system in time: we
will show how this allows us to certify each ALICE software release for an exact CernVM
snapshot, addressing the problem of Long Term Data Preservation by ensuring a consistent
environment for software execution and data reprocessing in the future.
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Abstract ID : 534

Sharing lattice QCD data over a widely distributed
file system

Abstract
JLDG is a data-grid for the lattice QCD (LQCD) community in Japan. Several large research
groups in Japan have been working on lattice QCD simulations using supercomputers
distributed over distant sites. The JLDG provides such collaborations with an efficient
method of data management and sharing.
File servers installed on 9 sites are connected to the NII SINET VPN called HEPnet-J/sc
and are bound into a single file system with the GFarm, a grid-base file system software.
Because the file system looks the same from any sites, users can do analyses (measurement
of physical quantities) on a supercomputer on a site, using data generated and stored in the
JLDG at a different site.
Since the official start of operation in 2008, the JLDG has been improved in various
ways. Among others, the following two have drastically improved usability of the JLDG. 1)
Implementation of FUSE mount which enables users to mount the JLDG file system as a
unix file system. 2) Development of fast data copy sub-system between the JLDG and the
HPCI Shared Storage, where the HPCI is a Japanese national project started in 2011 for
constructing High Performance Computing Infrastructure.
We present a brief description of hardware and software of the JLDG, focusing mainly on the
above two improvements and report performance and statistics of the JLDG. As of October
2014, 11 research groups (66 users) store their daily research data of 4.0PB including replica
and 63 million files in total. Number of publications for works used the JLDG is 105. The
large number of publications and recent rapid increase of disk usage convince us that the
JLDG has grown up into a useful infrastructure for LQCD community in Japan.
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